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best tent is the tipi. You can carry the tarpaulin for a tipi in a small
compass, and in a tipi, when you're held in by wet weather, you
can have a fire, the smoke going out naturally through the top;
Furthermore, when travelling you can always find tipi-poles up
ready for your tarpaulin, for when tipi Indians break camp, they
leave the poles for others to use.
Upon our return to New York I entered Columbia University,
taking courses in mineralogy and mining. There is not much to
say about this year, except that I made the freshman crew, rowing
Number 2 oar under the coaching of Ned Hanlon. I was the lightest
man in the boat. We beat the Yale freshman crew that year on
Lake Whitney, but lost in the regatta at Poughkeepsie,	>
At this time the newspapers were full of the prospect that the
United States might drive a ship canal across the Isthmus of
Panama. The French company had sold its franchise to us, and
with President Roosevelt urging the project in Washington, its early
accomplishment seemed to be assured. Actually, the digging did
not start for two years after that, but nobody in 1902 foresaw the
obstacles the Republic of Colombia would put in the way.
Even in Canada Harry Ferguson had talked to me about Panama,
and that next summer he suggested a trip down there, I think with>
the idea that we both might land engineering jobs with the canal
builders. A word from Harry was enough for me, and August
found us on a steamship wallowing down through a Caribbean
whipped rough by the south-east trade wind.
The isthmus was reeking with yellow fever, malaria, and half
the other plagues of the world, but that meant nothing to two
young fellows burning for adventure. In Panama City we made
the acquaintance of the chief of police, who one day showed us a
small gold idol of Inca times, saying he had picked it up in a
Colombian mountain village. Ferguson and I decided that we
could find more Inca relics if we went there, too. A cattle-boat
was conveniently leaving for the South, and we were aboard as
passengers.	•
We disembarked at Buenaventura, a Colombian port on the
Pacific, a town rising on stilts from a coastal swamp, and our sub-
sequent expedition took us through to the Atlantic—across the
s on foot, following the coffee trails.,

